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How to organize scholarly publishing, and what do we 
actually know about our journals?

● How do journals organize quality assurance and peer review?
● How do journals support open access publishing?
● What kinds of open metadata do journals make available?
● How do journals support preregistration, preprinting and data sharing?
● How diverse are the editorial teams of journals?
● What kinds of experiences do researchers have with a journal?
● What kinds of impact does the research published in a journal have?



Infrastructures for journal information



The outcomes of the workshop 
“will hopefully provide a starting 
point for a more ambitious 
long-term agenda, aimed at 
working toward some kind of 
integrated infrastructure for 
providing systematic and reliable 
information on scholarly journals”



Aims of the Journal Observatory project

1. To bring together a community of stakeholders that are committed to making 
journal information more easily accessible

2. To design a framework for making journal information accessible in a 
machine-readable way

3. To create a prototype of the Journal Observatory



Framework for machine-readable journal information

● Strict vs. generic standard
● Retrieval vs. deposit model
● Harmonizing information from different sources
● Licensing conditions From DocMaps to JournalMaps?



Prototype of the Journal Observatory

● Simple website + API
● Simple implementation of our framework for machine-readable journal 

information
● Limited information based on pilots with selected stakeholders, e.g.:

○ Open access
○ Peer review
○ Bibliometrics



“Machine readability of the review terminology applied to 
journals and individual articles is a longer term goal of this 

initiative, but not included in this phase”



Next steps

● One-year project (March 2022-February 2023)
● Stakeholder workshop in March 2022
● Formation of stakeholder group
● Selection of pilots

Let us know if you would like to be involved!



Long-term vision

● Stakeholders will jointly continue the development of our framework for 
machine-readable journal information

● Infrastructure organizations will use our framework to make journal 
information accessible in a machine-readable way

● Researchers, publishers, librarians, funders and other stakeholders will use 
the information to support the transition to more open approaches to 
scholarly publishing



Thank you for your attention!


